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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

It is a real pleasure for me to communicate with you as the Energy Law Journal with this issue completes its 18th year of publication and its 12th year of association with the University of Tulsa. Under the able leadership of our Editor-in-Chief, Bill Mogel, and the strong efforts of the FEBA member Editors and the team at the University of Tulsa, this issue continues the tradition of strong and relevant scholarship in the energy field. The three lead articles could not be more timely as restructuring of the electric industry proceeds at the federal, state and local levels. They discuss in depth three increasingly important aspects of the new world of electricity: independent system operators, securitization and municipalization.

I am pleased to report to the membership that, through the efforts of the Foundation of the Energy Law Journal and the strong support of the FEBA membership, the Journal is within reach of becoming self-sustaining. This represents the successful culmination of the program to make the Journal self-sustaining initiated by my predecessors more than ten years ago. Congratulations to Bill Mogel, Clint Vince and the Officers and Board Members of the Foundation.

During the 1997-1998 FEBA year, the Board intends to concentrate on ways to increase services to members and to increase membership in the Association. As you know, FEBA’s home page is up and running at www.feba.org, and we are experiencing an increasing number of hits each month. We have established a category of student membership and are in the process of establishing a student internship program designed to support students spending some of their summer period working at the FERC. We are also in the process of seeking FEBA membership in the Bar Leadership Group, a group of independent bar associations in the District of Columbia that meet and coordinate under the auspices of the D.C. Bar.

Under the able leadership of our three Program Co-Chairs, Jim Bailey, Kathy Edwards and Beth Emery, the Program Committee has developed plans for an outstanding Mid-Year Meeting on November 20-21, 1997. The theme of the Meeting will be “Regulation in an Era of ‘Supervised Competition.’”

FEBA’s able administrator, Lorna Wilson, has just procured state of the art computer hardware and software, which should enhance her ability to provide service to the membership. Lorna has served the Association faithfully and well for ten years, and the Officers and Board Members of the Association wish to express their appreciation for her good work.

All of us in the Association are saddened by the passing of J. Richard Tiano and Joseph C. Swidler, both long-time members of the Association. Rich Tiano served as President of FEBA and labored long and hard on the Foundation Board to bring the Journal where it is today. Memorials appear elsewhere in this issue of the Journal.

The Officers and the Board thank you for your continued support of the Association and its programs. With your help, we are looking forward to a fruitful and successful FEBA year.

Edward J. Grenier, Jr.
President
IN MEMORIAM

J. Richard Tiano, a former President of our Bar Association and Director of the Foundation of the Energy Law Journal, died at age 53 on March 26, 1997. At the time of his death, he was Vice President and General Counsel of Southern Connecticut Gas Company. He also served as the Chairman of the Connecticut Council of the American Red Cross.

After graduating Phi Beta Kappa from Georgetown University and its Law School, Richard entered private practice in Washington D.C. For twenty years, he enjoyed a distinguished career that culminated in partnerships in two prominent law firms, and service as Solicitor at the Federal Power Commission.

Richard performed significant service that advanced our Bar Association and ensured the viability of the Energy Law Journal. He was a contributor to several issues, including co-author of a lead article for the Inaugural Issue in 1980. But Richard’s most enduring contribution to the Journal, was his conceiving and nurturing the development of the Foundation of the Energy Law Journal. His vision now assures a strong financial basis for the Journal that will benefit all members of our Association and the Journal’s subscribers.

Richard was a devoted husband to Janice, and a proud father of a son and a daughter, both of whom are lawyers.

Richard Tiano exemplified the very best of our legal profession. He was a determined advocate, a careful scholar, and a man of unassailable integrity. He will be missed.
IN MEMORIAM


Joe graduated from the University of Chicago law school. He practiced law in Chicago with David E. Lilienthal, who attracted Joe to the TVA, where he later became general counsel. He left TVA in 1957, after 24 years of service, to enter private law practice in Tennessee. A few years later, President John F. Kennedy named Joe to head the Federal Power Commission. In 1965, he entered private practice in Washington, D.C. Once again, after a few years of law practice Joe was called to service by New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller to serve as chairman of the New York State Public Service Commission from 1970-1974. Joe returned to Washington in 1975. At age 75 he joined with others to establish a new law firm, Swidler & Berlin.

Perhaps Joe’s most lasting legacies arose from his persuading the power industry to establish the Electric Power Research Institute and the gas industry to establish the Gas Research Institute, and for state regulatory bodies to create their own research arm known as the National Regulatory Research Institute.

In his later years, Joe’s work load subsided, but not his intellectual curiosity or his wit. He is survived by his wife Gretchen (married 52 years), his daughter Ann, his son Mark, their families and a legion of friends and admirers.
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